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Boring Phases*

* Technical term for phases we think we understand

Semi-metal
Valence Bond Crystal

Spin liquid
Neel State



The tale of 3 spin liquids...
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Recent experimental evidence.

herbertsmithite

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

 Possible ground state of 
simple model. 

  Relevance to high Tc 

 Topological Order 

 Not described by Fermi 
Liquid Theory nor Landau 
Theory for Phase Transitions.

Why study spin liquids

volborthite
vesignieite
Na4Ir3O8



Gapped + Topological
or

Gapless

Makes it hard to  
identify and learn  
anything about. 

No magnetic Order 
No Local Order Parameters 
No Symmetry Breaking

Black holes have no hair
Spin liquids

?

Torous:  
4-fold degeneracyHastings Theorem: 

No symmetry Breaking  
+ 

1 site / unit cell  =)
gapless or topological

Does not Apply!



We’ll always have QMC

N =1

Spectra:

N=`large’

E

Best Fit to Triplet: 0.11

Calculated Spin Gap (Meng, et. al): 0.11

Best Fit To Triplet + Extra State: >0.12

States below the Spin Gap aren’t favored but not outright 
inconsistent with the data either.



Entropy

N =1

Spectra:

S(0) = ln(4)

�

S

N=`large’
S(�) ⇡ ln(4)

S(0) = 0

Can we quantify this?

S(�) = S(0)�
"Z �

0
Ed� � �E(�)

#



Quantification

No way to Fix This Spectra!

0.14
0.1

0.050.03

Model spectra

6x6 system



Your QMC is Missing a state!

�

S

Integrates to 0

I.

II.
Both high and low 
energy fit the same 
low lying spectra.

III.
Any systematic 
error throws this 
result off.

IV.

If you miss the state entirely or 
you miss the low lying states, 

you should never get s(T) below 
log(2) for any T!

Scale set by Infinite T



What about my Spin Liquid?
The Boring Possibility:

[N = 1] 6= [N = 162]

The states decay exponentially 
but not fast enough

Lesson: Topological degeneracies 
are hard. The rest of this talk 
will be about other ways to learn 
about spin liquids. 

N=72; N=162

The Exotic Possibility:
This isn’t a spin liquid!

But ... there is no symmetry breaking

A ne Animal!

Other

Some gap is Off?



Where are we so far?

We can’t find the topological degeneracy on the 
most numerically convincing spin liquid either 
because (a) it’s not there or (b) it’s hard to find.

The second two “tales” are about spin systems 
and wave-functions.

Does the analytically suggested wave-functions 
work?  


If so, which “spin-liquid” am I?



This Talk’s Approach

Approach 1 Approach 2

Mimic Exact Diagonalization: DMRG, 
Huse-Elser, Quantum Chemistry, 
DMC, ...

Simple at the cost of accuracy.

Learn things by probing correlations: 

n(R�R0) =  (R) ⇤(R0)

Wave-function itself not insightful

[0.3, 0.12, 0.6, 0.9, 0.88, . . . ]

Wave function form itself useful

 PBCS = P
Y

k

(uk + vkc†k,"c
†
�k,#)|0i

“Spin Liquid if from symmetric H”

MAke direct Connection to Analytics



RVB wave functions
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Note: Only showing some of the dimersRVB

Gapped Spin Liquids: Primarily 
short range RVB Singlets. Finite 
cost to break them.

Gapless Spin Liquids: RVB Singlets 
of all size.  Arbitrary small cost to 
break long bonds. 

This wave function is hard to work 
with explicitly because the basis is 
non-orthogonal



HF = �t
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hR| PBCSi = detM
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Schwinger-Fermion  + Mean Field                                    Si =
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Solve mean field Hamiltonian and implement constraint by projection.

Another perspective
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These are (almost) the same.
(up to a sign we can often gauge away)

Project out double and zero 
occupancy.

Gapped Spin Liquids



�gutz = detM
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Projected Gutzweiller:

Fill fermi sea

P  gutz

Not surprising this is gapless since projected a state with no gap.

HF = �t
X

�i,j⇥,s

f†
isfjs

We need a state with long range RVB singlets.

Solve mean field and project.

Zero parameter wave function!

Gapless Spin Liquids
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Fact I:  2 Mean Field -> 1 Spin WF

THESE  2 STATES RELATED  BY LOCAL 
SU(2) GAUGE TRANSFORMATION
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Degeneracy at the Mean Field

Pick parameters in Mean Field H 

Evaluate the Energy 

Pick Better Parameters 

(Typical) Process:

Obstacle:
Single Particle BDG Spectra:

Which of the 3 states do you 
use to fill the fermi sea?

Particularly bad in the Kagome 
where sometimes you have 
macroscopic degeneracy!

Typical Solution: Give Up!

Solution:
Instead of Optimizing the mean 
field parameters of H,  
optimize             directly �(R,R0)

~N2 parameters

@E

@�
= ...



Solutions Begat Problems

Anomalous Density Matrix
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p

det ⇢ij Gauge Invariant

If a spin liquid, all bonds are identical

Fluxes:
Different Spin Liquids 
have Different fluxes

Wij = �i⇢ij/|⇢ij |
�ijk. . . l = iNloopWij ·Wjk · . . . ·Wli

✓ = 2arccos((Tr�ijk. . . l)/2)

Am I A Spin Liquid?

Which one?
�[i, j] =

2
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Not all    Are Spin Liquids!�
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Spin Liquid Rot. Breaking
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Optimizing

At               , the rotational 
symmetry breaks.    

J2

J1
⇡ 0.3



The story so far...

We want to think about spin liquids from a 
wave-function perspective.  This means thinking 
about PBCS (which encompass spin liquids + 
more).  There are technical issues with this 
we’ve overcome ... 

Next: 

Am I a spin liquid characterized by the 
typical theoretical lore?


and 


if so, which one am I?



Searching for the best PBCS
And the Winner 
(amongst PBCS) is ...

A spin liquid

Not a Spin Liquid (slightly)



Pairing Function Opt. 

Searching over Suggested Hamiltonians

The Honeycomb

Optimized BY:

�ij = �ei✓
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Why ME?

Nodes Matter!

 (s1, s2, . . . sn) = 0
 (s1, s2, . . . sn) > 0

 (s1, s2, . . . sn) < 0
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J1 Nodes set by Marshall 
Sign Rule
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Positive Negative 
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Quantify by
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�s0ij |�⇥
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Marshall Sign
�( ) �( )
�( )

Positive sign Negative sign 

�( )
�( ) �( )

H = J1

X

hiji

Si · Sj

Any wf that minimizes the ground state energy of H (on a 
bipartite lattice), has the sign structure as above. 
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If we can choose the sign of      so this is 
always negative, this is the best we can do.

 
Even with J2, 
this minimizes 
the J1 energy.



The Kagome

Pairing Function Opt. 

Starting from Each PSG 

With Stochastic Opt and Stochastic 
Reconfiguration.

Optimized BY:

|⇢ij | =
p

det ⇢ij

Site Asymmetry: 0.03

Bond Asymmetry: 0.012

-0.4305

-0.438

-0.429 Dirac Spin Liquid (Wen)

Best PBCS State

DMRG Energies

Very Tiny Asymmetry

Fluxes “like” Dirac Spin Liquid



Does the asymmetry really help?
I.

II.

I.

Asymmetric State

Walk to “nearest” Spin Liquid
Same energy (presumably is) 
Dirac Spin Liquid.



Right Long Wavelength Physics?

�n1n2...nk = �n1n2�n1n3 ...�n2nk ...�nk�1nk

+↵1 ↵2

�ninj = f(⇥ri � ⇥rj)

|�� =
X

n1n2...nk

�n1n2..nk |n1n2...nk�

| � =

These are the parameters. Optimize this.

Huse-Elser (EPS or CPS)

 ⌘  HE PBCS

Energy is high because short range tension?



-0.4305

-0.438

-0.429 Dirac Spin Liquid (Wen)

Best PBCS State

DMRG Energies

Right Long Wavelength Physics?
Maybe if you just use the PBCS for the 
nodal structure?

--0.4312Best PBCS State + low order Correlators

Fix The Nodes.-0.433



A Theoretical Disconnect

MPS PBCS

How do we Bridge this Disconnect?

One idea:

 =
X

k

↵k detMk

M ij
k = �j[k](ri)

A Complete 
Fermionic 
Basis



The story so far...

The “canonical wave-functions” seem reasonable 
for the honeycomb but not the kagome.  
Something is missing theoretically.

Next: How would you approach this if you didn’t 
want simple wave-functions?



FNDMCVMC Exact D
iagonalization (N

=32)

FNDMC: Project out Excitations
Let’s compare against exact 
diagonalization (for small systems)

| HEi

Use a good variational guess to set 
the nodes.

This example: 
   H-E with pairs

Nodes of Neel state 
entirely controlled by 

one and two body 
correlators



Cleaning up Larger J2/J1

| PBCS�| Neel�

FNDMC

VMC

Exact D
iagonalization (N

=32)

AROUND J2/J1~0.12 THE PROJECTION OF THE HE VARIATIONAL ANSATZ GETS 
INACCURATE.  NEED TO PROJECT WITH MORE SOPHISTICATED ANSATZ. 



Exact D
iagonaliza

tio
n (N

=32)

FNDMC

We are able to get quantitative accuracy close to exact 
diagonalization with a method whose cost scales polynomial in 
system size!



Supersolids + Superglasses 

Mesoscopic Phases 

Dynamics 

Quantum Critical Exponents 

Thermalization 

Method Development 

Sign cancellation 

O(N) Methods 

PArticle-Hole Expansions

Other Work (A monte Carlo sampling)



Hubbard Honeycomb:


Topological Degenerate? No! (for small systems)


Heisenberg Honeycomb:


Which spin liquid and why? “SPS”  and because 
of nodes!


Heisenberg Kagome: 


Does the typical theoretical framework hold?    
Not really: In the analytically suggested 
variational subspace it’s not even a spin liquid!

Conclusions



Conclusions

Topological degeneracy of the Hubbard 
honeycomb is either not there or hard to get.

Honeycomb heisenberg has PBCS spin liquids 
competitive in energy and their nodal 
structure is controlled by J1

Kagome heisenberg has PBCS that is (slightly) 
not a spin liquid, and is not competitive in 
energy with the right answer (even when you 
fix the short range or nodes)



An Aside: Are there really spin 
liquids here?

Hubbard Honeycomb: Probably 

Heisenberg Honeycomb: Probably 
with enough high order terms

Heisenberg Kagome: Probably



Exact D
iagonaliza

tio
n (N

=32)

FNDMC

We are able to get quantitative accuracy close to exact 
diagonalization with a method whose cost scales polynomial in 
system size!

Next step  (coming soon): Compute correlators such as staggered 
magnetization, etc. 
for large systems to 
better resolve at a 
quantitative level 
where the spin liquid 
state is supported.



Cleaning up larger J2/J1
Around J2/J1 ~0.12 the projection of the Neel variational ansatz 
gets very inaccurate.  Need to project more sophisticated ansatz: 
| PBCS�| Neel�

FNDMC

VMC

Exact D
iagonalization (N

=32)



asdf



FNDMC: Project out excitations
Let’s compare against exact diagonalization (for  small systems)

| Neel�

FNDMCVMC Exact D
iagonalization (N

=32)

Nodes of the Neel 
state are entirely 
controlled by one 
and two body 
correlators. 

Use our best 
variational guess to 
set the nodes.





Quantum Ramps
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